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Choose the correct answer :-      75 x 1 = 75 
1. In C++, the size of the array should always be: 

a)Negative   b)Positive  c)Float   d)Hexadecimal 

2. Ten commandments of Computer Ethics was written at: 

a)Computer Ethics Institute    b)AT & T Bell laboratory  

c)Microsoft Institute    d)Sun Microsoft Laboratory 

3. In C++, the members that have been declared as what can be accessed from with in the class and the member 

of the inherited classes? 

a)Protected    b)Private  c)Public  d)Static 

4. You can add inline sound to a web page by using which tag? 

a)<bg sound> , <sound>     b)<img> , <snd> 

c)<snd> , <bg sound>     d) <bg sound> , <img> 

5. In C++ the functionality of ‘+’ operator can be strings through which overloading? 

a)operator   b)function  c)constructor   d)object 

6. In C++, strings are otherwise called as: 

a)character   b)names  c)literals  d)variables 

7. Files in the AIFF format have the extension: 

a).aff   b).aif   c).avi   d).mov 

8. Expansion for MMS: 

a)Multimedia Services     b)Multimedia Messaging System 

c) Multimedia System d) Multimedia Messaging Services 

9. GIF is limited to how many bit palette? 

a)32   b)16   c)8   d)64 

10. Which is a key that uniquely a record in a database table? 

a)primary key  b)field   c)record  d)secondary key 

11. The expansion for CBT is: 

a)Customer based Tutorials     b)Computer Based Tutorials 

c)Computer Basic Tutor     d)Customer Best Tutor 

12. In Star Writer, which key is to be pressed to move forward through the cells in a table? 

a)Shift + tab  b)Alt + tab  c)Shift   d)Tab 

13. Value of 1 + pow(3,2) is: 

a)7    b)6   c)10   d)13 

14. To create presentation the first page of the presentation wizard displays how many options? 

a)four   b)three   c)five   d)two 

15. Which key is used to end a presentation? 

a)Escape   b)Alt   c)Shift   d)Ctrl + Alt 

16. Which of the following services is not IT enabled services? 

a)Data management  b)Website services  c)Call centers  d)Star calc 

17. A continuous group of cells in a worksheet is called as: 

a)cell pointer  b)operator  c)range   d)cell address 

18. In Star Calc which symbol is used in absolute cell addressing? 

a)&    b)$   c)#   d)% 

19. In C++, for which member variable, only one copy is created? 

a)int   b)void   c)auto   d)static 
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20. class product 

{ 

int code, quantity; 

float price; 

}p1; In the above snippet, the number of bytes occupied by ‘p1’ is: 

a)7    b)10   c)9   d)8 

21. Which of the following is a word processor? 

a)Star Office Writer   b)Star Office base c)Star Office Calc d)Star Office Impress 

 

22. Which is a special device that converts the speech into a letter? 

a)Dictaphone  b)Gramophone  c)Telephone  d)Microphone 

23. In Star base, after sorting to display the records in original order, click which icon? 

a)Remove sort/filter  b)Reorder sort/filter c) Remove filter/sort d) Reorder sort/filter 

24. In Star writer, in a table by default each cell includes: 

a)Border   b)Row   c)Column  d)Address 

25. In C++ the class variables are known as: 

a)methods   b)objects  c)tags   d)functions 

26. In C++, when a derived class inherits only from one base class, it is known as which inheritance? 

a)single   b)multiple  c)multilevel  d)hybrid 

27. In Star Impress which view allows you to create and edit slides? 

a)Normal View  b)Outline View  c)Notes View  d)Handouts View 

28. In C++, which special function allocates memory space to an object? 

a)function overloading b)constructor  c)destructor  d)operator overloading 

29. Which icon is used to import objects from other application into a presentation? 

a)Insert Application  b)Insert plug – in c)Insert icons  d)Insert OLE object  

30. In which format date should be entered in Star Calc? 

a)DD/MM/YY  b)MM/DD/YY  c)YY/DD/MM  d)YY/MM/DD 

31. In Star Base which data type accepts only whole numbers? 

a)char   b)decimal  c)integer  d)float 

32. In C++, which functions execute faster but require more memory space? 

a)inline   b)outline  c)cinline  d)void 

33. In Star Base, each table column is called as: 

a)file   b)record  c)database  d)field 

34. In C++, which decision statement creates branches for multiple alternatives sections of code, depending on the 

value of a single variable? 

a)for   b)if   c)switch  d)while 

35. The machine readable form of a program is called as: 

a)source code  b)application code c)document file  d)object file 

36. What is the size of the array in bytes int sales[2] [4]; 

a)16   b)8   c)32   d)24 

37. In Star Writer, which keys combination is used to select the entire document? 

a)Ctrl + W   b)Ctrl + I  c)Ctrl + B  d)Ctrl + A 

38. Which of the following is not a C++ keyword? 

a)this   b)new   c)cont   d)if 

39. How many times the following loop will be executed? for(i = 1; i < 6; i++) 

a)1    b)5   c)6   d)7 

40. Which of the following is an assignment operator in C++? 

a)=    b)>=   c)<=   d)= = 

41. In Star Writer which keyboard shortcut is used to make the paragraph center alignment? 

a)Ctrl + C   b)Ctrl + A  c)Ctrl + E  d)Ctrl + J 

42. The syntax of formula begins with which sign in Star Calc? 

a)#    b)-   c)=   d)* 

43. The data management tasks in a DBMS fall into how many general categories? 

a)Two   b)Three   c)Four   d)Five 

44. In C++ classes used only for deriving other classes is called as: 

a)static classes  b)void classes  c)null classes  d)abstract classes 

45. Which is a self replicating program? 

a)cracking   b)piracy  c)virus   d)application 
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46. In C++, which function the starting point for the execution of a program? 

a)cout   b)main()  c)cin  d)#include<iostream.h> 

47. In which orientation the  length of the document will be more than the width in Star writer? 

a)paper format  b)portrait  c)landscape  d)paper size 

48. Which of the following is an object oriented programming language? 

a)BASIC   b)PASCAL  c)C++   d)C 

49. In which header file the declaration of the objects cin are available? 

a)istream.h   b)instream.h  c)ostream.h  d)oistream.h 

50. Which icon in Media playback toolbar helps to turn sound off and on? 

a)volume   b)pause   c)mute   d)stop 

51. The personal computer first appeared in which year? 

a)1970   b)1979   c)1975   d)1972 

52. Which permits banking from the comfort of the home by using internet facilities? 

a)e-learning   b)e-banking  c)e-shopping  d)e-mail 

53. In C++, the functions that returns no value are declared as: 

a)void   b)valid   c)add   d)main 

54. Which key is pressed to delete a misspelled word and the word is retyped? 

a)Backspace  b)Space bar  c)Home  d)End 

55. In Star base, a filter is also a type of :     

a)table   b)form   c)report  d)query 

56. Which technique is used to impart training to pilots? 

a)Flight Express  b)Flight Sampling c)Flight Simulator d)Flight Reality 

57. In C++, which overloading can be applied to constructor? 

a)operator   b)attribute  c)function  d)class 

58. Report generators in most DBMS create reports from: 

a)queries   b)date   c)form   d)primary key 

59. In Star writer which is a named set of defaults for formatting text? 

a)format   b)design  c)comment  d)style 

60. cout<<5+10; What is the output? 

a)5+10   b)510   c)15   d)50 

61.  In C++, the ability of the function to process the message or data in more than one form is called as: 

a)operator overloading      b)constructor overloading   

c)object overloading     d)function overloading 

62. Which induce reusability of code in C++? 

a)operations  b)tokens  c)data types  d)functions 

63. Which is the first electronic spreadsheet? 

a)Lotus 1-2-3  b)Excel   c)MS word  d)Visicalc 

64. In C++ the name of the constructor must be same as: 

a)class name  b)member function name c)object name  d)data member name 

65. What is the expansion of SQL? 

a)Standard Query Language     b)System Query Language 

c)Structured Query Link     d)Structured Query language 

66. In C++ which function cannot be overloaded? 

a)constructor  b)destructor  c)copy constructor d)parameterized constructor 

67. In C++ an entity on which an operator acts is? 

a)operand   b)typecast  c)typedef  d)escape sequence 

68. Which is a group of related functions and data that serves those functions? 

a)constant   b)object  c)class   d)program 

69. The term data comes from the word: 

a)Syntax   b)Information  c)Datum  d)label 

70. Which of the following is text operator in Star calc? 

a):    b)!   c)$   d)& 

71. In C++, the member functions are also called as: 

a)attributes   b)pointers  c)classes  d)methods 

72. What is the range of int data type? 

a)-32767 to 32768  b)-32768 to 32767 c)-128 to 127  d)-127 to 128 

73. In C++, access specifier is also referred to as: 

a)class   b)instance  c)visibility mode d)derived members 
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74. In Star Writer, which key is to be pressed to select the spelling check dialog box? 

a)F5   b)F7   c)F10   d)F11 

75. In C++ specifying which visibility label is optional? 

a)public   b)private  c)protected  d)class 

 

 Answer any twenty question:-       20 x 2 = 40 
76. What is text editing?   77.What is meant by header and footer? 

78. What is electronic spreadsheet? 

79. In Star calc, what are functions? Give any two examples. 

80. What is filter? What are its types?  81.What is multiple sorting? 

82. What is multimedia?   83.What is compression? What are the types of compression? 

84. How can you change the background of a slide? 85.What is “Rehearse Timings”? 

86. Define encapsulation.   87.What are the categories of data types in C++? 

88. Write about type definition in C++.  89.Write about impact of modifiers in C++. 

90. Write the syntax of for loop and give example. 91.What is file scope? 

92. What is array? What are its types?   93.Write a note on write() function in C++. 

94. What are the parts of a class specification?  95.How to access class members in C++? 

96. How are functions invoked in function overloading?  97.What is destructor with example. 

98. What are the advantages of inheritance? 99.Write a note on call centers.  100.What is piracy? 

 

Answer any 7 question:-       7 x 5 = 35 
101. Write the steps involved in replacing a given text in Star Writer. 

102. How would you create and remove the bullets and numbered lists in Star Writer? 

103. How can you generate a series of values in Star Calc? Explain with example. 

104. In Star Calc, Explain the formatting options available in worksheet. 

105. Explain different database types. 

106. Explain while() loop in C++ with syntax and example. 

107. Explain call by reference method with example. 

108. List the rules for operator overloading. 

109. Debug the following C++ program  to get the following output: 

Output: 

Concatenated Strings… computer science 

Program: 
#include<iostream.h> 

#include<conio.h> 

#include<string.s> 

class strings 

{ 

Char s[12]; 

Public: 

Strings() 

{ 

S[0] = "\0"; 

} 

string (char *c) 

{ 

strcopy(s,c); 

} 

 

Char * operator – (strings x1) 

{ 

char * temp; 

strcopy(test,s); 

strcat(temp , x1, s); 

return temp 

} 

}; 

void main[] 

{ 

Clearscr(); 

strings s1("test"),$2("science/0"); 

char * concatstr; 

concatstr = s1+s2; 

cout>>"\n concatenated strings..">>concatstr; 

} 

 

 

110. Find the output for the following C++ program. 

 
#include<iostream.h> 

#include<conio.h> 

class sum 

{ 

void display() 

{ 

cout<<"\nThe two numbers are"; 

cout<<a<<’\t’<<b; 
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int a,b,s; 

public: 

sum() 

{ 

cout<<"\n Non Parameterized Constructor"; 

a=14; 

b=5; 

s=0; 

} 

Sum(int c, int d) 

{ 

cout<<"\nConstructor with parameters"; 

a = c; 

b = d; 

s = 0; 

} 

void add() 

{ 

s = a+b; 

} 

 

cout<<"\nThe sum ="<<s; 

} 

}; 

void main() 

{ 

clrscr(); 

sum x,y(5,10); 

x.add(); 

y.add(); 

cout<<"\n Object – 1"; 

x.display(); 

cout<<"\n Object – 2"; 

y.display(); 

} 
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